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 For the heroes of tomorrow.  

 Junior  
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Junior

Junior

It is particularly important to have clothing that drivers can see from  
a distance. All PLANAM Junior Collection products therefore have 
3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective piping and offer good visibility, even in 
poor conditions. The high-quality, lightweight blended fabric in a  
ripstop effect is made from 35 % cotton content and has been tested 
by OekO-Tex® STANdArd 100 to prove it is free from harmful sub-
stances. Just like our adult ranges, the Junior Collection is comfort-
able, and offers children plenty of freedom of movement and practical 
features for storing their little treasures.

Children do not care about safety, they want to have fun.  
Whether running around playing in the street or messing 
around on their way to school – you need to be able to 
ensure your child’s safety. PLANAM has developed the 
Junior collection so that children can enjoy carefree 
playtime. 

 Small people – 
 Great protection  
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Junior
trousers, Dungarees Softshell Jacket

material Main colour 
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton
approx. 260 g/m², ripstop look
Contrasting colour  
85 % polyester, 15 % cotton
approx. 300 g/m²

Outer fabric
100 % polyester
ripstop look

Design reflective piping 3MTM ScotchlitetM 
reflective material 8912 N silver
Meets the dIN eN 14682:2015 stan-
dards governing safety in children’s 
clothing    

reflective piping 3MTM ScotchlitetM 
reflective material 8912 N silver
Meets the dIN eN 14682:2015 stan-
dards governing safety in children’s 
clothing    

colours anthracite/yellow
navy/orange
olive/orange

anthracite/yellow
navy/orange
olive/orange

clothing 
sizes

86/92, 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 
134/140, 146/152, 158/164, 170/176
double sizes (size number =
body size)

86/92, 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 
134/140, 146/152, 158/164, 170/176
double sizes (size number =
body size)

care  
instructions            
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Junior 006 | 007

View this item in all available colours 
under “Products” at planam.de

extras

 2 side patch pockets
 thigh pocket with flap and press stud on left leg
 double ruler pocket on the right
 adjustable elastic in the waistband
 zip fly
 waistband with 7 belt loops and press stud
 reflective piping
 2 rear patch pockets with Velcro closure

clothing sizes

Children’s sizes
86/92, 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152, 
158/164, 170/176

certificates and standards

You can find more info on the standards on page xxx”.

easy-care with  
plenty of pockets
dirt is not a problem. These Junior Trousers can with-
stand lots of washing and five pockets provide ample 
space for toys. 

6110
anthracite/yellow

6111
navy/orange

6112
olive/orange

The contrasting seams give them a 
cool look.

The  piping on the knees reflect light 
when they are illuminated. 

internal adjustment options in the 
waistband mean our trousers fit every 
child.  

The rear pouch pocket provides 
plenty of space for toys. 

Junior trousers

colours



The options for adjusting the 
waistband offer great flexibility in 
terms of sizing. 

View this item in all available colours 
under “Products” at planam.de

extras

 patch bib pocket with flap and Velcro closure
 2 side patch pockets
 thigh pocket with flap and press stud on left leg
 double ruler pocket on the right
 adjustable waistband with press stud
 elastic in the waistband
 zip fly
 reflective piping
 2 rear patch pockets with Velcro closure
 high back with braces
 braces have elastic insert
 clip buckles

clothing sizes

Children’s sizes
86/92, 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152,  
158/164, 170/176

certificates and standards

You can find more info on the standards on page xxx

excellent freedom of 
movement
Having fun running around is no problem with the  
junior dungarees. The dungarees adapt to all move-
ments thanks to the elastic in the waistband, braces 
with elastic insert and the raised back with  
braces. 

6120
anthracite/yellow

6121
navy/orange

6122
olive/orange

The blended fabric in a ripstop ef-
fect is lightweight and hard-wearing.

Just like the grownups: a double ruler 
pocket 

Junior Dungarees

colours
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Junior

The fleece fabric inside always feels 
nice and fluffy. 

View this item in all available colours 
under “Products” at planam.de

extras

 breathable
 water-repellent
 windproof
 2 side pockets
 front zip
 reflective strips on the front and back 
 stretchy cuffs
 soft fleece inside

clothing sizes

Children’s sizes
86/92, 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152,  
158/164, 170/176

certificates and standards

You can find more info on the standards on page xxx

Windproof and 
breathable
The Softshell Jacket keeps its promise in the wind  
and bad weather: the breathable material keeps the 
body at a consistent temperature while still keeping 
the wind out. 

6130
anthracite/yellow

6131
navy/orange

6132
olive/orange

The side zip pocket keeps important 
things securely stashed away.  

The longer back protects little ones, 
even when on their knees or crawling 
around.

The chin guard protects against 
annoying chafing on sensitive skin. 

Junior Softshell Jacket

colours
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StanDarDS & certiFication

The OekO-Tex® Standard 100 is an independent 
testing and certification system for raw, interme-
diate and end products for textiles from all stages 
of processing. examples of certifiable articles are 
raw and dyed/refined yarns, raw and dyed/refined 
woven and knitted fabrics, ready-made articles 
(garments of all types, home textiles, bedding, terry 
towelling, toys made of textiles and many others).

Criteria
Tests for harmful substances cover: 
• substances banned by law
• substances regulated by law
• chemicals that are known to be potentially  
 harmful to health (but are not yet regulated by law) 
• healthcare parameters
 In their entirety, the requirements go well  
 beyond existing national legislation. 

Why OekO-Tex®?

The OekO-Tex® Standard 100 was developed in the 
early 1990s as a response to the need of consum-
ers and the general public for textiles that do not 
pose a risk to health. Negative headlines such as 
“Poisons in textiles” were widespread at the time, 
labelling all chemicals used in the production of 
textiles as negative and harmful to health.

Fashionable colours, easy care, long life and many 
other functional properties are demanded of tex-
tiles today and are, to some extent, and depending 
on their intended use (e.g. for professional and pro-
tective clothing), quite indispensable.

reflective band 3M™ Scotchlite 8912N 

3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective Material 8912N Silver 
has been designed for use on high-visibility 
clothing, workwear and professional clothing to 
improve the visibility of the wearer when it is dark 
or visibility is poor. The material shines a brilliant 
white when illuminated by vehicle headlights, even 
if the wearer is at the edge of the road. Scotchlite™ 
reflective Material 8912N Silver is composed of  
exposed retroreflective lenses bonded to a durable 
blended fabric (65% polyester / 35% cotton). It far 
exceeds the minimum retroreflective performance 
required by the highest category (class 2). Its ret-
roreflective properties are not dependent on the 
direction the clothing is facing. 

UV protective clothing with integrated 
sun protection

The largest organ of the human body is the skin, 
and it is exposed to great danger in summer. UV 
rays from the sun can increase the risk of skin 
cancer. Standard textiles are radiolucent, providing 
insufficient protection. 

PLANAM’s UV-protective clothing gives guaran-
teed certified safety.

Awarded UV protection certificates “PrOTeCT 80”  
and “PrOTeCT 40”, this range guarantees  
maximum prevention. Just like for sunscreens, 
the figure indicates the protection factor for 
safely spending longer in the sun. Our PLANAM 
models allow the wearer to remain in the sun 80 
and 40 times longer than those without protection. 
With their integrated sun protection factor, the 
finished garments provide the skin with optimum 
protection. Those with sensitive skin can stay in the 
sun longer without having to cover themselves in 
sunscreen. It is important to know the individual 
skin type in order to determine the individual’s 
protection time (length of possible exposure to the 
sun without risk of skin damage). The stated UV 
protection factor (e.g. Protect 80) gives the factor 
by which the individual’s protection time can be 
extended just by wearing these textiles.

Junior 012 | 013



item overviewService 

the first impression
is the key

Special embroidery thread made from 
high-quality polyester guarantees 
long-term durability.

Available in any colour and with vast 
design options for a size of  
max. 390 x 390 mm.

The right work clothing is always a calling for your company and is 
also used as free advertising space with your logo. We being your 
message to a wider audience – with the PLANAM finishing service.

Infinite variety
There are thousands of variations and options to personalise the 
PLANAM products and create an individual design. Here we are 
showing you a small selection of what is possible, in order to inspire 
you and give you ideas. Please contact us for expert advice to find 
out which type of finishing fits most optimally with our products. You 
explain your requirements and we will make them happen in as short 
time as possoble.

Small order or large production runs
It doesn‘t matter whether it is a small trade business with 5 emplo-
yees that needs to be equipeed with CI Clothing or a large industrial 
company with serverak hundred employees. We can create up to 
1000 emblems a day for you at the Herzebrock-Clarholz site.

Finishing of Personal Protective equipment (PPe)
It is particulary important in relation to the finishing of Personal 
Protective equipment (PPe) that the type of finish added is specifi-
cally suited to the PPe type examination certificate and is recertified 
accordingly. Here to, PLANAM offers a multitude of certified options 
for attaching your company logo on the PPe.

For any modification to the PPe which is not recertifie, the type-
examination certificare will no longer be valid and the complete 
protection of the wearer can no longer be guaranteed.

Junior

trousers anthracite/yellow 6110
 navy/orange 6111
 olive/orange 6112

Dungarees anthracite/yellow 6120
 navy/orange 6121
 olive/orange 6122

Softshell anthracite/yellow 6130
jacket navy/orange 6131
 olive/orange 6132
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Fashion for your profession

You can view interactive images of products  
from the Junior range here: 

Your PLANAM specialists


